IRON BANK OF BRAAVOS
Braavos, known as Braavos of the Hundred Isles, is the greatest and most powerful of the
Free Cities, located in a lagoon on the northwestern end of Essos, where the narrow sea and
the Shivering Sea meet. The ruler of Braavos is known as the Sealord and it is from the sea
that the city’s power and wealth flows.
Unlike the other Free Cities, Braavos was never part of the Valyrian Freehold but was instead
founded 500 years before Aegon’s Landing by refugees fleeing Valyrian slavery after rising in
rebellion and taking control of a large slaver convoy bound for a newly established colony in
Sothoryos. Because they had risked their lives in the name of freedom, the founders of
Braavos vowed that no man, woman, or child in the city should ever be a slave, thrall, or
bondsman. This became the First Law of Braavos, engraved in stone on the arch that spans
the Long Canal.
The city of Braavos is the wealthier in part due to the wealth and influence of the Iron Bank.
Who is arguably the most powerful financial institution in the Known World, with clients
across Essos and Westeros, including lord, government, and King.
During the years when Braavos was as of yet undiscovered, the city prospered. The Braavosi
discovered a sea snail similar to those that could be found at Tyrosh, and whose dyes had
made the city famous. The snail found by the Braavosi yielded dark purple dye, which the
Braavosi used to color the sails of the ships the founders had stolen from the Valyrians. They
paint their hulls purple too. At first, Braavos began to trade with Ib, and later the Seven
Kingdoms.
Braavos has a seafaring trade culture. Much of the city's early wealth came from the
brackish waters of the lagoon. These waters yielded oysters, eels, crabs, crawfish, clams,
rays, and many sorts of fish. Braavosi merchant ships sail to many distant lands and bring
their trade and wealth back home. One hears of purple sails as far away as Asshai and the
islands of the Jade Sea. In the present, Braavos is one of the greatest ports of the world,
where all but slavers are allowed to dock. Even ships from Qarth and the Summer Isles come
to Braavos to trade.

Winter is always coming in Westeros economy
Technological and economic conditions in Westeros seem to have been stuck in the same
place for a very long time. Bran the Builder constructed Winterfell and the Wall about 8,000
years ago, suggesting the same basic medieval technologies existed back then.

Westeros may blame its lack of technical advances on its unpredictable winters and its faith
in magic to solve problems. However, the Nine Free Cities of Essos have a thriving artisan
and small manufacturing sector, while facing the same unpredictable seasons and also
embracing magic. The real reasons Westeros remains technologically backwards is its lack of
a financial services sector. Without a single bank on the entire continent, would-be
entrepreneurs and small artisans can’t obtain the capital to either start or grow a business.
The lack of a financial sector also removes an important stabilizing pillar of society — a class
of wealthy and influential lenders, merchants and business owners who do not want their
interests disrupted by constant war. In the Free Cities of Essos, military attacks, are routinely
met with negotiations and payments for peace instead of war.

The richest bank in the known world
Iron Bank of Braavos has operated in the black for thousands of years, accountable only to
approximately 1,000 shareholders and the bottom line. It’s, in fact, a modern-day
corporation. In contrast, Westeros does not have a single bank.
The bank due to a policy of effective lending, the rate of non-recovery is near 0% has
generated billion of profit that be reinvested in the economy.
The Iron Plan also known as the Westeros Recovery Program, will channel several billion to
finance the economic recovery. The Iron Plan will successfully spark economic recovery, and
meet its objective of “restoring the confidence of the Westeros people in the economic
future of their own countries.”
The plan aims to promote Westeros economic integration and federalism, and created a
mixture of public organization of the private economy similar to that in the domestic
economy of Braavos. This reorganization of the Westeros economy provided a more
congenial environment for the Iron bank investment

The IRONCOIN Project
The Iron Bank decided to lauch a cryptocurrency to help wait for his goal.
The term Cryptocurrency has been gaining the public eye rapidly over the last couple of
years. Most of us are familiar with terms like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin, Dash and
other new booming cryptocurrencies such as IRONCOIN. There are several reasons why
cryptocurrencies have been so inherently popular in the recent times.
The appeal of cryptocurrencies lies in allowing you ultimate control over your money, with
fast secure global transactions, and lower transaction fees when compared to all existing
currencies.
When used properly and fully understood it will be the initiator of many emerging systems
that will fundamentally change our global economic system.

Contract Address :
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